A CRUCIAL, if not the most basic question of all theology is the question about the right way to speak of God."
What does Pannenberg understand by analogy? What reasons does he advance for rejecting its use in speech about God? Using the unpublished
Habilitationsschrift as a major source and supplementing from more recent writings when appropriate, the present article tracks this thinker in his "review of the theories of other thinkers" about analogy in order to answer those questions. 5 In the process the particular character of the challenge which Pannenberg poses to advocates of analogy can be brought into relief.
ANALOGY IN EARLY THOUGHT
Pannenberg begins his charting of analogy by noting that its origin cannot be pinpointed in historical time but is lost in the darkness of primitive human consciousness of similarities. 6 Long before analogy was reflected upon as such, peoples (it is characteristic of no single group but of all) perceived regularities and pervading likenesses in all worldly things and expressed this in various forms of analogy. Whether the form was magic, where similarity in appearance pointed to a certain secret identity of two different things which could then be made to serve human purposes (so that destroying the image of a person could damage the living person), or whether it was the more sober metaphor (the "foot" of the mountain is the lowest part of the mountain, as the foot is the lowest part of the human body), what was always presupposed was some likeness in the associated realities. Therefore, "in the broadest sense, every similarity can be called an analogy." 7 Such consciousness of similarities in the world led the pre-Socratic Greek philosophers to begin to use analogical thought as a heuristic tool for the investigation of the physical universe. They tried to uncover an identical relation within compared cases; once found, the commonality 5 In his Habilitationsschrift as well in much subsequent writing, Pannenberg appears to have adopted the methodology recommended by Aristotle, who wrote: "Let us start with a review of the theories of other thinkers; for the proofs of a theory are difficulties for the contrary theory. Besides, those who have first heard the pleas of our adversaries will be more likely to credit the assertions we are going to make" {On the Heavens 1, 10, 279b5-9; tr. J. L. Stocks). 6 For what follows see A&O 17-22. 7 "Analogie," RGG 350.
present in these analogical cases was formulated as a generalization and then used as a law by which the unknown in additional cases could be understood. Empedocles, for example, explained the operation of the eye by analogy with the operation of the lantern: the lantern admits light but not water due to the nature of the "fine pores" on its surface; similarly, the eye admits light but not water due to the same physical property. The unclear process in the eye is explained through an identification with the better-known process in the lantern. The actual term "analogy," grammatically analyzable as "according to the logos," seems to have come into common usage with Pythagorean mathematics. Whether arithmetic (e.g., 8 -6 = 6 -4, with the common logos expressed in the number 2) or geometric (e.g., 4:6 = 6:9, with the common logos being the relation 2:3) in kind, it is constitutive for mathematical analogy that compared relations have in common an identical logos. It was soon found that geometric analogy could be of particular use in philosophy's efforts to deal with the inexhaustible diversity of reality, for such analogy does not require that compared items belong to the same species but only that they have an identical relation in common (e.g., hair and fins are the "same" inasmuch as they both cover a body). Relationships in the most different qualitative spheres could be analogous through their conforming to an identical logos, an equality of relation. Taking issue with those who differentiate sharply between mathematical equality of relationship and philosophical similarity of relationship, Pannenberg argues that the common logos indigenous to mathematical analogy perdures when analogy is used in philosophy: "Commonality reaching over the barriers of genus indicates not only similarity but also identity. Similarity always announces that somewhere a moment of partial identity is present. Otherwise, similarity would be an empty word."
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On the basis of his study of analogy in earliest thought, Pannenberg focuses his preliminary insight into its structure, which is one of "identification": "That word is not accidentally connected with analogy. .. .Again and again we are driven to the conclusion that the identity expressed in the form of proportion forms the mystery, as well as the problem, of the analogy concept."
GREEK PHILOSOPHY
Analogy received further precision in the golden age of Greek philosophy. 10 Socrates was the first to connect the "common" in analogies with 8 A&O 31. 9 A&0 18. 10 Elaborated in detail in A&O 22-42. Pannenberg consulted and quoted the major standard works of the thinkers with whom he deals; these works are not specified in the present article, since what is aimed at is not a re-presentation of his research but a synthetic presentation of his thought. the idea of a universal concept. He noted, for example, that speed occurs similarly in running, in playing the lyre, in speaking, in learning. In each case a great number of movements are performed by the respective organs (legs, fingers, tongue, understanding) in a short time. The cases are analogous by virtue of an identical logos, the concept of speed. Further cases of a similar nature can be brought under this common logos. In effect, this Socratic method of analogizing formed the origin of logic.
Although it is not as obvious at first glance, Plato's analogizing, done against the backdrop of his unitary view of the cosmos and his idea of the concept flowing from that, likewise required an identical moment in compared relations. This can be seen, for example, in his famous comparison between the sun's sending out rays of light and the idea of the good, historically so rich for theology. What is significant is the fact that in spite of all differences there is something identical in the compared realities, one in the visible and one in the spiritual realm, which empowers knowledge of the one to lead to knowledge of the other.
11 Precisely in this common logos lies the simile's heuristic power for human knowledge. Structurally, therefore, Platonic analogy corresponds to Socratic analogy, and both in turn are based on the mathematical model to which Plato himself expressly appealed.
In the investigation of natural phenomena and in the discussion of ethics, Aristotle too utilized analogy in the traditional Greek sense of comparison "according to the (common) logos." With its help he accomplished the classification of living things on the basis of their functions (a new precision for analogy) and distinguished between distributive and commutative justice. Only in the Metaphysics did he shift from this position in stating that the ultimate metaphysical principles in their different applications have not a synonymous but "only" an analogous meaning. One can speak of the universal in being, then, only in reference to substance, pros hen. Pannenberg is quick to point out that far from being homonymous, this is clearly a case where a common logos (the relation to one and the same commonality, substance) is once again operative. He is just as quick to admit that Aristotle himself did not see it that way, and is puzzled over that fact. Such assertion of analogy without a common logos is unheard of in the pre-Aristotelian Greek history of analogy, and Pannenberg argues that even in Aristotle it is presented only as a limit possibility. 12 11 On p. 27 of A&O, while discussing Platonic analogy, Pannenberg three times uses the exclamation point: between compared realities there is something "dasselbe!" ... "dieselben!" ... "etwas identisch!"-an indication of the conviction with which he is explaining what has obviously become his thesis.
12 "eine Grenzmöglichkeit" {A&O 38; also 121).
When Platonic and Aristotelian thought flowed together to create the Neoplatonic world view, the concept of analogy was applied for the first time to the God-world relationship. 13 What role did the common logos basic to Greek analogy play in this new application? A major one, according to Pannenberg. True, one of the two founding principles of Neoplatonic thought maintained that the divine Origin of the world utterly transcends every one of the effects it causes: its simplicity lifts it over all contrasts. At the same time, however, the second founding principle in a "surprising twist" held that the divine Origin of all is present and can be known in what it has brought about insofar as it gives a share in its being to its effects. Origin and effects are related analogically through the effects' participation in the being of the Origin. This commonality of being in turn grounds the possibility of knowing something of the perfection of the Origin by means of an inference from the perfection of created effects.
In the hands of its best expositors such as Plotinus, Albinus, and Proclus, the Neoplatonic causal schema is given a highly nuanced treatment. The universe emanates from the One, with successive emanations constituting ever lower orders of being. Within each order things are bound to one another through participation in the same discrete nature; between each order there is an analogical participation by means of which the highest member of a lower order is appended to the next highest order. The whole cosmos exhibits itself as a gradated structure of penetrating continuity based on analogical contact points. As one connected whole, it points to the One as the Origin of its unity. Since this cosmos does fall short of its divine archetype, all human knowledge of the divine which proceeds from it is inadequate. Nevertheless such knowledge is not simply inadequate, for an analogy between the divine and the effects which it causes does in fact exist.
The Neoplatonic causal schema is a sophisticated world view. Yet, in spite of its emphasis on the transcendence of the Origin, what remains inescapable in its make-up is the implicit presupposition of an "identity of divine and creaturely being," 14 which identity undergirds the analogical transference of a perfection from the image back to the divine archetype. Without this moment of identity the heuristic power of Neoplatonic analogy would remain unrealized, for analogy functions precisely by making the unknown to be known through its similarity with the known.
EARLY CHRISTIAN THOUGHT
In Pannenberg's estimation, it is not surprising that this truly imposing Neoplatonic system had great impact on early Christian thought. How did it appear in a Christian configuration?
15 Was the presupposition of the common logos between God and the world broken through? Partially, in Christian thought about both creation ex nihilo and the resurrection. But there was no overall transformation of the Neoplatonic analogy concept by Christian thinkers such as Justin, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, who tended to adopt Neoplatonic ontological principles in toto. This reception is particularly clear in Pseudo-Dionysius, who brought Christian prehension and development of the Neoplatonic schema to a high art. He too taught that all creatures are ordered in proportional relationships, the degree of goodness of a thing being proportionate to its distance from the divine Origin; that God apportions gifts to each according to its rank in this hierarchy of being; that one can start from the known symmetry of relations between individual things of different rank and arrive at analogous knowledge of God. What gave his work its peculiarly Christian character is his teaching on illumination: both ontologically and noetically, the analogical relations between things receive their actuality only from the Light streaming from God. This brought to Neoplatonism a Christian heart and center and adapted it, so far as was possible, to Christian purposes. But what remained untransformed (unfortunately) was the linchpin of this system of thought: analogy. Its presupposition that compared relations have something identical in common which is constitutive for their analogicity perdured even when the analogy was one between God and the world.
From his examination of analogy from earliest human thought through the Greek tradition and up through the first several centuries of Christian thought, Pannenberg formed an understanding of its fundamental structure, an understanding which consistently influences his judgment about the legitimacy of its use in theology, especially in speech about God. In sum, all analogy presumes a common logos, a moment of univocity between the compared realities: "It is decisive for the analogical inference from creation back to the divine Origin that despite all dissimilarity between God and the realm of finitude, there nevertheless still exists a common logos which permits the attributes in question in any given instance to be ascribed to God." 
PANNENBERG'S CRITIQUE OF NEOPLATONIC ANALOGY
Part way through the Habiltationsschrift Pannenberg halts his historical analysis and brings three theological criticisms to bear against the "menacing character" and "decisive danger" of the untransformed Neoplatonic causal schema in Christian thought. His arguments pivot around the uniqueness of revelation, the destructive power of sin, and the possibility of the genuinely new. First of all, he argues that if effects as effects, as that which they are in themselves, can stretch out from their own beingness toward knowledge of their Origin, then the decisive character of the one historical revelation is hardly understandable.
17 Contradicting Neoplatonismo presumption of a community of being between God and the world is the paradox of this act of revelation: God is not like us, but God has become like us in Jesus Christ. That is what makes true talk of the true God possible. But the analogy schema flattens out this paradox into a graspable structural similarity between God and the world, on the basis of which inferences can be drawn, and thus endangers the uniqueness of God's act of self-revelation in Christ.
Secondly, Pannenberg contends that the Neoplatonic principle of emanation of effects from their Origin makes it impossible to understand sin in its radicality as the opposition of the whole of human existence against God. This is the most important theological objection against the concept of a natural order as well as the most difficult aspect of the analogy question. 18 Christian Neoplatonic thought tended to dilute sin. PseudoDionysius, for example, taught that through sin the creature has deviated from its pregiven proportion, although this is hardly noticed by the dull eyes of sinners; salvation re-establishes the proportion, with analogy (i.e., the creature's rank in the hierarchy of being) determining the measure in which each thing receives the divine Light into itself. There is no sense here of the radicality of sin, nor of its penetrating power over human existence.
A third, no less destructive, consequence of the Neoplatonic causal schema lies in its inability to allow for the genuinely new. The universe is conceived of as cosmos, an ordered whole, in which existing relations are adumbrations of archetypal perfections there from the beginning. Reality is assumed to be complete in the cosmos and unchanging; the accidental and unexpected (i.e., history) is experienced as chaotic. The effect, struggling out of the diversity of the world toward the One, is pressing toward that relation with the Origin which it has always already had, a relation furthermore which is analogous to its rank in the hierarchy of being. Even the illumination of the nous, which occurs in conformity to its nature, brings nothing new. What is most problematic with this schema is its incapability of adequately expressing the biblical understanding of God; for what is most proper to God's action in history is the doing of ever-new things, unheard of until now. God brings into being things that do not exist and even gives life to the dead (Rom 4:17). It is particularly the Christian message of the resurrection of the dead which must "explode" the Neoplatonic teaching on proportions by which things are constituted and in which, come what may, they remain; for God is not the world principle, but the Lord of history who precisely as personal acts not from necessity and within an ordered structure but freely and unpredictably, in ways that cannot be inferred in advance.
Pannenberg presses this last critique in a particularly stringent way against the analogically grounded teaching on distributive justice. first. Thus for Averroes "being" belongs properly to substance and can be attributed to accidents only insofar as they inhere in substance. The attribution of being to accidents is neither univocal nor equivocal but according to analogy. It was in this Averroistic gestalt that the concept of analogy began to influence Scholastic thinking. Alexander of Hales was the first to transfer the "analogy of being" between substance and accident to the relationship between Creator and creatures. 25 In his view, being belongs in a proper sense to God alone and to creatures only in a derived, unautonomous way insofar as they depend on God. Therefore being is said of them both analogously, per prius et posterius. Building on this fundamental insight of his teacher, Bonaventure determined that in the God-world analogy the point of likeness between the effect and its Cause consisted in imitatio, which concept he then filled with the whole richness of the relation of images to archetype. ontological order. This in turn grounds the noetic and linguistic use of analogy, the transference of created terms to God, who is the ultimate origin of all.
29 Such references to God, of course, are fundamentally inadequate; but they are not simply inadequate, for there is an intrinsic resemblance between every effect and its cause. Words taken from earth and predicated of God do not have their usual meaning, but neither are they meaningless; they are analogical.
PANNENBERG'S CRITIQUE OF SCHOLASTIC ANALOGY
Motivated by the dictum of the Fourth Lateran Council, theology in the thirteenth century welcomed the Averroistic concept of analogy as a mean between univocity and equivocity, a mean structured ad unum or as the analogy of attribution. Its application to the God-world relationship yielded an understanding of the world of creaturely reality as analogous to God not just in speech but per se, through participation in being, which participation grounded the analogical transference of designations of created perfections to God. Against this concept of analogy Pannenberg mounts both logical and theological objections.
First, he does not find it true and strongly disputes that analogy is a mediator between univocity and equivocity. Although this concept of analogy derived via Averroes from the Aristotelian tradition, thirteenthcentury thinkers set it squarely within the framework of the Neoplatonic causal schema, which presupposes the existence of a common logos, a univocal core between Creator and creature. 30 Nor was this moment of identity exorcised when Neoplatonism was adapted by the Scholastics. Although denied-and with good reason-by Thomas and the other great Scholastic thinkers, it remained an unidentified element in the very structure of the thought which they used; for they continued to presuppose a similarity of effects with their Cause-an imperfect similarity, to be sure, but a similarity nonetheless, since something real passes from Cause to effect. 31 Logically, every similarity must involve a moment of 29 There is a curious similarity between Pannenberg and Aquinas on this point. Aquinas holds that we can know God only through God's effects. We are so strongly bound to our senses that, lacking perception, we could obtain no knowledge of God. This applies to natural as well as to revealed knowlege of God: even revelation does not make us lose our perceptive status {Boeth. Trin. lb, q. 6.2 ad 5; q. 6.3; etc.). Pannenberg is working from a different metaphysics, holding that we can know God only from God's deeds in history, and even on that basis rejecting all inference to the nature of God. Yet both concur in insisting on human knowledge of God "from below" as the only possibility, and in resisting any "illumination epistemology," whether it be of Bonaventure or of Barth. 30 In his review of Lyttkens' work on analogy, Pannenberg praises the author's successful demonstration of the morphological connection of Thomas* thought on analogy with that of Neoplatonism. See n. 3 above, p. 141. 31 Pannenberg invokes several recognized Thomistic scholars to back up his understanding of Thomas on causality, e.g., Etienne Gilson, who wrote that for Thomas, "Pour qu'il ait identity, or else to speak of similarity is "mere mystification." Scholastic analogy, then, is on the side of univocity and presupposes such univocity as the basis of its heuristic power. This holds true not only for the analogy of proper proportionality but also for the 'analogy of attribution' (of many to one-ad unum, or of one to another-ab uno), which either in a more Neoplatonic manner depends on the cause giving to its effects a share in its being, or presupposes in a more Aristotelian manner an ontological medium common to the different categories, viz., the being of substance. In every case, the members designated as analogous are bound together by an identical element common to each of them.
32
Since it rejects any identity between God and creature while insisting on a similarity between them, Scholastic analogy lapses into logical unclarity; like a balloon cut loose from its mooring, it floats in the air.
33
If there be a logical tension between what the Scholastics maintained about analogy and the actual structure of their thought, there is an even greater theological tension between their avowed intention and its partial realization when analogy is applied to the God-world relationship. Simply put, the Scholastic analogy concept compromises the transcendence of God. It is true that appreciation of transcendence was not alien to the Scholastic doctrine of analogy, which was developed precisely to protect the otherness of God. Aquinas' doctrine in particular undoubtedly intended to protect the incomprehensibility of the divine essence: he was insistent in maintaining that every word we ascribe to God "leaves the thing signified as uncomprehended and as exceeding the signification of the name" (ST 1, q. 13, a. 5) . Nevertheless, the structure of Neoplatonic causality and the logic of the case itself demand that, all assertions to the contrary notwithstanding, analogy presupposes a common logos existing between the analogates. And in actual fact, as their writings indicate, the Scholastics did think that not only language about God but also God's very being is analogous to the world of human experience. A perfection signified in a concept is realized in God in a superlative way. Only because we conceive of these perfections in isolation and in their plurality rather than in the mode of divine simplicity in which they are realized do they not remain univocal when applied to God. Thus, for all of his insistence causalité, au sens strict du terme, il faut qu'il y ait deux êtres, et que quelque chose de l'être de la cause passe dans l'être de ce qui en subit l'effet" {L'Esprit de la philosophie médiévale [Paris: Vrin, 1932] 89).
32 "Analogy and Doxology" 224-25, n. 22. 33 Only Albert convincingly freed analogy from univocity, but his analogy of extrinsic attribution resulted in speech about God being either merely metaphorical or in fact based on intrinsic attribution in order to be meaningful. on dissimilarity, "Thomas apparently did not reckon with a substantive transformation of what was stated in its being applied to God," 34 and neither did the other Scholastics. In spite of their best intentions and explicitly stated purpose, they remained deceived, implicitly seeking through analogy to incorporate the unknown God into the known perfection, oblivious to the structure of "spiritual assault" 35 in the concept of analogy, even though this remained a potent factor in their systems. Hence Pannenberg's negative judgment about the theological usefulness of analogy: the presumption of a common logos (however differently realized) between God and creature is detrimental to the transcendence and mystery of God. It removes the infinite qualitative difference between God and creature, and in some way gives the creature the power of definition over God. But the living God in a mystery of otherness, holiness, and freedom is absolutely inconceivable to the creature and can be known only when and to the extent that God chooses to self-reveal. Analogy, therefore, cannot be a path to the knowledge and naming of God. On the contrary, its use is "theologically illegitimate." way free from the Greek ontological thematic.
Until this point Pannenberg has been focusing on analogy primarily as a means of knowing and naming God based on certain presupposed ontological foundations. With Ernst Troeltsch he shifts to a consideration of analogy as a tool of historical research whose use is fraught with theological implications. 39 As Troeltsch formulated the principle of anal ogy, judgments about the possibility of the occurrence or nonoccurrence of past events can be made only if it be presupposed that present human experience is analogous to that of the past. Given that presumption, the more similarity that can be found between "what happens before our eyes" and an event of the past, the greater the likelihood of that past event's having happened; on the other hand, if nothing normal or usual can be discerned, the probability of the event fades. Troeltsch's principle of analogy thus presupposes a "kernel of homogeneity" in all historical events and in fact provides a particularly clear example of Pannenberg's thesis that all analogy requires a common logos. While respecting anal ogy's usefulness in historical investigation, Pannenberg comes down hard against its being elevated to an ontological principle. The existence of a positive analogy could indeed validate the judgment that such an event occurred, but the contrary is not necessarily so: the absence of an analogy does not prove the nonhistoricity of an event, for a given event may burst all analogies and still be a reality. The historical credibility of the resurrection of Jesus Christ, for example, has consistently been called into question by the prejudgment that every event must have basically the same "core" as every other. Yet the living God, whose essence is not adequately expressed in any cosmic order, acts more characteristically by creating something new in reality. Once again the "omnipotence" of analogy and the homogeneity of all reality which it posits are found to be incompatible with the transcendence of God. Does it stand in a similar way with the analogia fidei of Karl Barth?
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Even though Barth roots his analogy in the revealing act of God, the structural similarity between his analogy concept and that of Neoplato nism cannot be denied. He too conceives of analogy as a mediator between the two extremes of complete similarity and dissimilarity, a mean with the structure of the analogy of attribution. He too posits an ontological similarity between God and creatures and grounds the truth fulness of human knowledge of God in the objective connections between the world as witness to God and God's very self. 41 The fact that he closely related, since an ontological stance is implicit in all analogical speech about God. In sum, "all analogy in its ontological structure is analogy of being," 43 and it is against the analogia entis that Pannenberg's main objections arise.
Pannenberg is aware, of course, that in a broad sense God can be spoken of only analogically, i.e., only by means of transferring to God the meaning of words that were formed in other contexts. This is due to the indirect way in which the divine reality is experienced in the world. 44 However, while an analogy between the ordinary use of words and theological use is legitimate, the extension of analogy to the very being of God is not; for the very structure of analogy, presuming as it does a common logos, involves one in knowing the unknown through the known and implies at least theoretically that one could define the essence of God. Not only is this in itself disrespectful of God, but knowledge and speech about God based on the analogia entis can never do justice to the personal freedom of the living God who encounters human beings in history, which is riot yet finished. To the contrary, the ability of God to do genuinely new and surprising things is compromised by the concept of analogy, which fits the history of God with the world into a pregiven schema. Analogy, therefore, injures both the transcendence and liberty of God and the contingency of history through which God is revealed. Its use in speech about God is theologically illegitimate.
AN OPEN QUESTION
For all the vigor with which he continues to defend his understanding of analogy, Pannenberg has not rested easy with his rejection of it. To this day he has not published his Habilitationsschrift on analogy and revelation in which his major critique of analogy is worked out, mainly because he has not yet achieved a satisfying solution to the question of how the relation between the problem of history (and thereby of revelation) and the problem of analogy may or may not be resolved. 45 A major insight which made him question his own rejection of the validity of analogy occurred in the midst of his work on the resurrection. Although originally holding that all speech about the resurrection was unavoidably metaphorical, he came to realize that it would be possible to form a concept of "life" from our existing world and, recognizing the deficiency of all known forms of life insofar as they are subject to death, to negate that deficiency and extend the narrow concept of life, thinking of new, 43 Ibid. imperishable life. 46 A concept arrived at in this way would not be merely metaphorical, for it would have a relation to Ufe as we know it, while at the same time its full realization would await the eschatological event of the end. This whole process obviously involves the use of analogy, which Pannenberg admitted and justified by appeal to the example of Paul, who had made a similar attempt with the concept of soma (1 Cor 15). Given a strong similarity between language about the resurrection and language about God, 47 could not a similar pattern of thought be allowable in speech about God?
The question remains an open one in Pannenberg's thought. As his work has taken him more broadly into the fields of anthropology and the history of religions, he has moved from a completely negative evaluation of analogy to an allowance of its partial legitimacy within the broader horizon of a historically structured world, stating, for example:
It cannot be a matter of contention whether or not reasoning may or may not have a share in the knowledge of God, but only whether in a historically open reality knowledge of God can be brought to a conclusion by reasoning. Only in the sense of such a claim to totality or adequacy can the inferential method in Greek philosphy be meaningfully contested. 48 In spite of being granted this limited legitimacy, analogy as such has found no explicit place in Pannenberg's overall system of thought.
Although Pannenberg himself agrees that he needs to do better justice to analogy, and finds himself no longer inclined to reject in such a simple way what he so vigorously wrote off in the enthusiasm of youth, there nevertheless remains a tremendous hesitation to endorse the analogical operation. Analogy's functioning presumes a stably structured universe; but does not the experienced contingency of history give the he to such eternal order? 49 Analogy is related to a consciousness of the ontological givenness of the past and/or present; but can it survive and contribute to a world view whose originating insight is the ontological priority of the future and the critical transformation of all existing reality in the light of that future? The classical use of analogy has been predicated upon a cause-effect relationship between God and the world; but is that relationship not better envisioned as one of love which creates unity-in-difference? Analogy presupposes the basic lightness of created things; but does not the powerful presence of sin distort the very starting point of analogical inference or at the very least make it ambiguous? Both Pannenberg's understanding of the structure of analogy and his judgment about its theological usefulness, based as they are on careful and thorough study of philosophical and theological tradition, invite serious consideration. Scrutiny of his Une of reasoning in turn raises questions and counterarguments to his position. Advocates of a more classical view of analogy could find room for argument with Pannenberg's understanding of being (esse): since being is excluded from the predicament of genus, it is not properly conceptualizable and therefore provides no ground for univocal predication. 50 His understanding of the role of judgment in the analogical operation could also be questioned: as a dynamic intellectual intuition, judgment does not necessarily act by incorporating God into a concept, but by affirming God as unconceptualizable though lying in the direction of the perfection of which the concept speaks. 51 Thinkers of a more transcendental bent could argue that analogy is not at all a mean between univocity and equivocity, but is rather the original and radical form of the relation between God and the finite, prior to and ground of the distinction between univocity and equivocity. From this point of view, the analogical operation involves one not in an "act of assault" but in an act of self-transcendence toward the God who is always ever greater. 52 In addition, it can be said that the negating moment in the classical analogical operation deserves more systematic attention than Pannenberg has given it; for this negating movement of the mind arguably alters the presumed univocal structure of analogy and insures that users of analogy, far from presiding over the reality of God in their concepts, are led by the movement of analogy itself into the radical otherness of the mystery of God. 53 To these and other arguments brought to bear against his understanding of analogy, Pannenberg's response is to insist that if they were indeed to be granted, analogy when used in speech about God would lose its intelligibility and heuristic power. A univocal core is indispensable if knowledge of one reality can enable the mind to infer something about another reality. To hold otherwise effectively divorces one from the origin and history of analogy, and leads one to talk about something which in fact is not analogy at all.
At the root of this uneasiness about analogy there lies a fundamentally different vision of the whole of reality. Pannenberg's thought is consistently dialectic, centered on a model of critical transformation which informs his thinking in every dimension. Although both he and most advocates of analogy in God-talk would agree on some major points (words change when applied to God; such speech is assertive and not simply performative), they each operate out of different imaginative judgments about the relationship between God and the world and about the nature of the whole, judgments which affect all subsequent beliefs and positions. David Tracy's helpful characterization of the classical forms of religious expression (manifestation and proclamation) and of the classical theological languages (analogy and dialectic) is clearly applicable here. 54 For those of an analogical imagination, the central clue to the whole of reality is found pre-eminently in the symbol of the Incarnation: the gracious gift of God to the world in that event makes possible the perennial discovery of some order, some harmony, in reality. Those of a dialectic imagination find the central symbol to be focused in the resurrection of the Crucified: the reversal of norms through the power of God in that event opens up the possibility of overturning present disorder and of expecting the genuinely new. The analogical imagination, if naively followed, can lead to the too-easy order of a univocal vision and ultimately to idolatry; the dialectic imagination, on the other hand, can make the present appear Godforsaken in sheer equivocity and result finally in atheism. In order to do justice to the complexity of reality, each imagination needs to incorporate elements of the other, but they remain nevertheless recognizably distinct ways of grasping the whole.
As these two imaginations in the person of their advocates debate the right way to speak about God and the range of issues inherent in that question, it illustrates clearly the pluralism in theology today. The diversity perdures because one conviction cannot simply be reduced to the other. The interesting and hopeful thing about the present moment is the growing awareness that the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It is even possible that as adherents of analogy move toward a greater incorporation of the historical and the critical into their thought, and as dialectic thinkers such as Pannenberg seek to incorporate more clearly elements of order, continuity, and the presence of grace into their systems, the two may yet meet on a common ground, different from either imagination in its classical form. 55 In the meantime, Pannenberg's explicit hesitations in the face of analogy and his logical and theological critique stand as an engaging challenge to the analogical imagination to render ever-better account of its fundamental vision. 55 Tracy's Analogical Imagination is a sign that this may already be happening. His own characterization of analogy includes strong emphasis on its negating moment and on the "not-yet" within which it operates (e.g., 409), and in the other direction he finds reason to describe the language of Barth, Bultmann, and the other giants of the dialectic imagination as ultimately not only dialectical but also analogical (e.g., 418). Pannenberg, positioned on the "proclamation" axis in view of his Christology (427), is nevertheless seen to be calling for an "interdisciplinary analogical imagination" (450) regarding the incorporation of a theology of the history of religions into Christian systematics. Even more to the point, his effort to construct a theology focused on a proleptic universal history, precisely the stance from which he critiques analogy, is called a "daring analogical search" (412). Pannenberg would not so characterize himself, given his understanding of analogy, but Tracy's descriptions invite further conversation.
